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a b s t r a c t

Considering that in many practical problems thermal expansion and thermal perturbations are the fac-
tors that granular materials are often faced with, in this study the 3D numerical experiments based on
the discrete element method (DEM) were first carried out to investigate their effects in a binary granular
mixture at high temperature levels. The granular system consists of mixed ceramic and steel grains. The
thermal expansion dynamics induced is analyzed in detail. Besides, the stress in pebbles (or force chains)
inside the system was founded to be much relieved by temperature changes and force networks were
subsequently degenerated in magnitude and space, especially under larger temperature change ampli-
tudes. At the same time, the segregation between the statistical probability distributions of internal
forces of the two grain components was also observed, reflecting that thermal perturbations have
induced the density segregation between the two kinds of solid materials and damaged their mixing
homogeneity in space. Moreover, the effect of friction was also studied. It was observed that friction
can play the inhibiting role on the effects of both thermal expansion and thermal perturbations, but it
would become insignificant once the friction coefficient exceeds one specific threshold value. These mes-
sages may provide important implications for the handling of granular materials.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Granular materials are the matter form which consists of a col-
lection of discrete grains. They widely exist in our nature, like cer-
eal grains, sands and rocks, piles of apples, etc. Granular materials
cannot be simply categorized as either solids or fluids since they
often exhibit a rich set of unusual behaviors [1]. Even a very simple
granular system holds a number of surprises. Just owing to some of
their specific properties, granular materials are also widely applied
in the industrial field. For example, the assemblies consisting of
particles, which are also called pebble beds, have already been
determined as the promising form of tritium breeders (Li-based
ceramics) and neutron multipliers for fusion solid blankets [2].
Before these assemblies can be applied, their behaviors under var-
ious conditions need to be well known. It has been reported that
grains inside a closed assembly under high temperatures would
undergo thermal expansion and were then under much stress
[3]. Owing to disorder, particles interact with their neighbors with
repulsive contact forces and then produce the filamentary
structures called force networks (or force chains) which are highly

nonhomogeneous in space. Force chains have very important con-
sequences in thermal and electrical transport phenomena [4–7].
This is due to that the conductivity of solids, in general, is much
stronger than that of fluids so that the heat and electricity prefer
to transport along force chains.

Due to the metastable microscopic structure consisting of
grains, it has been observed that granular materials would exhibit
the settling behavior under a variety of external excitations such as
vibration, tapping, shear deformation and thermal cycling [3,8–15].
This tells us that the contacts between grains are quite fragile and
can be easily destroyed by external mechanical and even thermal
excitations. While some previous works, like [3,4,15] have been
made on the effect of thermal excitations on grains, very little
has yet focused on the evolutions of force networks and stress state
of pebbles within a granular assembly which is subjected to the
thermal disturbance. This work is necessary since in many realistic
problems granular materials are inevitable to be exposed to ther-
mal perturbations. For example, it has been noted that fusion peb-
ble beds working at high temperatures are possibly subjected to
the periodic thermal loads during their practical operation [16].
Therefore, the study on effects of thermal perturbations in pebble
beds appears quite essential not only for engineering but also for
scientific research.
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In this study, we will focus on the evolutions of stress state of
pebbles and force chains which are possibly induced by tempera-
ture changes at high temperature levels (the radiant heat transfer
is taken into account). Besides, considering that the effects of ther-
mal excitations on the granular materials which are mixed by dif-
ferent solid materials have been rarely investigated, this study will
attempt to explore the influence of thermal disturbance on a bin-
ary granular system and try to derive some important results.

2. Method

Due to the discrete nature of granular matter, some informa-
tion, such as statistical internal forces, particle deformation, and
force networks’ pattern within a granular assembly, is hard or even
impossible to obtain for experiments [3,17,18]. The molecular
dynamics simulations of a realistic granular system provide a
unique opportunity to acquire these quantities [3] and were there-
fore used here. Molecular dynamics simulations are also known as
the discrete element method (DEM) in engineering. The basic idea
of DEM is that each discrete particle is treated as an independent
element, the translational and rotary motions of each element
are controlled by Newton’s second law, and the interactions
between particles are established by the corresponding contact
model (force-displacement model).

In our DEM procedure, the equations describing particle
motions are as follows:

Translational motion:

mi€xi ¼ Fb þ Fs ð1Þ
Angular motion:

Ii€hi ¼
X

M ð2Þ

where €xi and €hi are respectively the linear and angular accelerations
of the particle i. mi and Ii are respectively the mass and inertia
moment. Fb, Fs and

P
M are the resultant external body force, sur-

face force and moment, respectively.
According to the nonlinear Hertz-Mindlin contact model [19],

the normal and tangential contact forces at the contact surface
between two particles are as follows:Normal force:

Fn ¼ �knd
3=2
n ð3Þ

Tangential force:

Ft ¼ �ktdt ð4Þ
where dn and dt are the vectors of normal and tangential deforma-
tion, respectively. kn and kt are respectively the normal and tangen-
tial spring constants.

In DEM simulations, the failure of old contacts and the occur-
rence of new contacts are the key incidents that determine
whether the real contact behaviors between grains could be suc-
cessfully described. In the procedure, a transition to sliding for a
contact will occur, when the Coulomb friction law is saturated:
Ft = lFn, where l is the coefficient of static friction, and Fn and Ft
are respectively the normal and tangential contact force.

For the dense packing, thermal conduction through particles
must be taken into account. In the current study, the heat conduc-
tion and thermal expansion of grains induced were treated as that
done by Vargas and McCarthy [3]. The heat flux across one contact
area between the particles i and j is:

Qc;ij ¼ hcDTij ð5Þ
where DTij ¼ Tj � Ti is the temperature difference between the mid-
planes of the spheres. hc is the contact conductance and can be
approximated as:

hc ¼ 4ks;iks;j
ks;i þ ks;j

3Fnr�

4E�

� �1=3

ð6Þ

where E⁄ and r⁄ are the effective Young’s modulus and radius for the
two particles in contact, respectively. ks is the thermal conductivity
of solid material.

Since the temperatures concerned in this study are relatively
high and the radius of particles is also a little large, the radiant heat
transfer will be strong enough and should be considered [20,21]. In
the current study, the radiant heat transfer is added into our calcu-
lations. The radiant heat flux between the grain considered and one
of its contacted neighbors is expressed as:

Qr;ij ¼
2pr2rðT4

j � T4
i Þ

1=ei þ 1=ej � 2þ 1=Xij
ð7Þ

where r is the current radius of particles, e is the emissivity of solids,
Xij is radiation view factor between hemispheres i and j, T is the
temperature of particles, and r = 5.67 � 10�8 W/(m2 K4) is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Details about the calculations of some
parameters can be found in our previous work [20].

After the total heat flux is calculated, the temperature of each
particle can be updated through the following expression:

miCp;i
dTi

dt
¼

XNC

j¼1

Qc;ij þ Qr;ij

� � ð8Þ

where NC is the number of contacts over one particle, Cp is the speci-
fic heat of particle material and t is time.

In this study, the effect of the thermal expansion on grains is
considered by incorporating the change in radius of grains due to
expansion into simulations as the following:

r ¼ r0 1þ
Z T

T0

bðTÞdT
� �

ð9Þ

where r0 is the initial radius of grains at the reference temperature
T0 = 300 K (room temperature), T is the current temperature and b is
the thermal expansion coefficient of the solid particle materials. A
similar approach has been previously applied in [3,22].

It’s necessary to note that the effect of stagnant interstitial flu-
ids between grains is not significant here and out of our consider-
ation since what mainly concerned here is the stress state of
pebbles within a granular system, which is the mechanical
parameter.

In order to emphasize the difference between the two grain
materials and get some obvious observations, the ceramic and steel
materials for grains are selected. The 3D numerical experiments
proceeded as follows. At first, a pile of dry and noncohesive grains
which are sufficiently mixed by Li2O and steel solids were poured
into a cubic steel box (room temperature) and formed into an pack-
ing with a typical solid fraction of 60.3% (the container has a hor-
izontal gap of 16 beads between the lateral walls, and its 2D
illustration is shown in Fig. 1). The grains were then slightly com-
pacted by the top wall to exclude the empty space. Later, heat the
system by raising the system temperature to the values wanted
and then making it change around the value with different ampli-
tudes. This process was finished through applying the step temper-
ature changes to the whole surfaces of side walls (including the top
and bottomwalls). In the whole study, particles were considered to
be in elastic contact which was described by the nonlinear Hertz-
Mindlin model19. Besides, the material properties used for calcula-
tions are all taken directly from literatures [23,24] and their values’
change with temperatures can be found there and taken into
account in this study. Listed in Table 1 are only the main physical
properties at the room temperature. Specially, the static friction
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